
NLA Article Impact Measurement (AIM) - FAQs 

 

1. What is AIM? 

The AIM (Article Reach and Impact Measurement) service will provide additional metadata for web 

clippings on the potential reach and impact of a brand mention. Various measures including the 

unique daily page view count from publishers, monthly browsers and daily republishing will help brand 

owners respond appropriately to brand mentions and demonstrate ROI from their PR activity.  

Media monitoring agencies will be able to seamlessly integrate this valuable data into eClips Web 

clippings delivered to their clients and share valuable insights through media evaluation services. 

There will be two licences which can either be used independently or combined. The differences 

between the AIM licences are outlined below.  

2. What’s the difference between the media monitoring and evaluation licence? 

The main difference between these licences is the embargo and storage rights. The AIM data itself is 

the same, but delivered in distinct formats for set time periods. The features are summarised below. 

Service Media Evaluation Media Monitoring Both 

eClips Web Subscription Not required 
 

Required Required 

Storage rights 14 months 
 

28 days 14 months 

Delivery format Metadata only - XML  Full text - XML and PDF  Full text XML and PDF 
First 28 days  
Metadata only after 
 

Query methods Headline, URL, Article 
ID 
 

Headline, URL, Article 
ID  

Headline, URL, Article 
ID  

Embargo 3 days None None 
 

 

3. Which websites are included in AIM? 

Page View data will be provided for 10 national newspaper websites: 

theguardian.com   observer.theguardian.com 

independent.co.uk    standard.co.uk  

thetimes.co.uk     thesundaytimes.co.uk  

thesun.co.uk     thescottishsun.co.uk  

telegraph.co.uk    mirror.co.uk  



We hope that the other national newspaper websites will agree to participate in future and share 

Page View data. We also plan to expand the service to cover key regionals and magazine websites. 

4. What types of measurements will be available? 

Type  Definition 

Page views * 

 

The number of times a page was viewed. A page is a single file (such as HTML) and 
not components of the page such as images. Only successful delivery of pages is 
counted. 
 

Republished count The count of external websites republishing the full text of the article, or least 
50% of the article. 
  

Republished domains The domain of the individual websites republishing the article. 
 

Republished average The average % of the article text republished on external websites which matches 
the original. 
 

Unique browsers The total number of unique devices accessing the entire website over a month. 
This is not unique users - the same user may access from multiple devices 
including mobile, tablet, desktop.  
 

* Page views are from mobile devices and tablets as well as desktops / computers. The Telegraph is the only 

exception, where views from tablets are included but views from mobiles are currently excluded.   

* Page views are from all Countries including the UK. 

 

The sample clippings provided will give a better idea of the types of measures available and how the 

data might be presented to users. 

5. What will the coverage of AIM data be like? 

AIM Data is populated for the majority of articles from the national websites available in eClips Web. 

As much as 96% of articles from 10 national websites will have Page View data and 30% will have 

republishing data. That is a lot of measurable activity on key press coverage. 

6. When will data first become available? 

This depends on the time at which the article is published. Republishing and Page View data will be 

available the next day. 

 Page View data is available by 7-8am the next day for the prior calendar day 

 Republished data is available 25-30 hours after the article is published 

 

 

Article published @ 1am 
Mon 

Page view data @ 7-8am 
Tues 

Republished data @ 2-
3am Tues 



Because the article is published at 1am there will be 23 hours of page view activity available by 7am-

8am the following day. Page views are measured over a calendar day (from 00.00 until 23.59) 

6. How long will the measurements be recorded? 

 Page view data is recorded daily for 7 days. 

 Republishing data is recorded for 1 day. 

7. How might the AIM data be presented to clients? 

 In the summary text, charts or tables in a monthly or annual media evaluation report  

 In  summary form in an ad-hoc media evaluation report or a client presentation  

 In an article clipping linked from a either a monitoring email alert or from a media platform  

 In a the body of a daily media monitoring email alert alongside other article metadata  

 

Sample Article Clipping with AIM Data 

8. What does the AIM service cost? 

The pricing is designed to be as flexible as possible. There is a core licence fee which is chargeable 

dependent on the type of usage - whether for media evaluation, or media monitoring, or both - and a 

fee charged on the level of usage from the number of articles used. 

Type of usage 

The Licence Fee is £10,000 per annum for usage of AIM data within media monitoring and media 

evaluation services. If data is being used for media monitoring only, fees start at just £4,000 per 

annum, or if data is being used for media evaluation only the fees start at £6,000 per annum. 

Level of usage 

 The level of usage is based on the number of calls made to the API per article per month - or the 

number of times updated measurement data is requested for a specific article. This is not based on 

the requests per article per client - which means that the same article could be requested just once 

and the data used for multiple clients without additional charge. 

AIM Usage Fees - Band  Monthly Fee  Annual Fee 

250 articles / calls per month Included in Licence Fee Included in Licence Fee 

1,000 articles / calls per month £85 £1,020 

file://192.168.6.68/Office/Business%20Development/AIM/Sales%20material/Original%20Documents/AIM%20sample%20clipping%20-%20The%20Mirror.pdf


5,000 articles / calls per month £300 £3,600 

10,000 articles / calls per month £600 £7,200 

25,000 articles / calls per month £1,125 £13,500 

50,000 articles / calls per month £1,500 £18,000 

100,000 articles / calls per month £2,000 £24,000 

200,000 articles / calls per month £2,500 £30,000 

 

For example: 

1. The fee for the use of AIM data for up to 25,000 articles / API calls per month for both media 

monitoring and media evaluation usage would be £23,500 per annum. 

2. The fee for the use of AIM data for up to 1,000 articles / API calls per month for media 

monitoring only would be £5,020 per annum. 

9. Where does the data come from and is it validated? 

The Unique Browsers data comes from the Audit Bureau of Circulations - ABCe Certificates. ABC 

develops industry best practice for measurement and reporting standards which are applied to 

Certificates.  

The Page View data comes directly from the Publisher’s site analytics platform - Adobe Omniture 

SiteCatalyst or WebTrends. The methodology for counting Page Views has been verified as conformant 

across each platform and NLA standardises the presentation of the data supplied from each Publisher.  

The Republishing data comes from the Google Search API and is integrated into the NLA ‘OATS’ 

platform. OATS is used by publishers to monitor syndication of content or unauthorised reproduction. 

10. Are there any restrictions on how the AIM can be used? 

There are some restrictions which apply to the use of AIM data: 

 AIM data should only be used for articles which are delivered to clients as part of a paid-for media 

monitoring service.  

o This means data for all other articles should not be queried, stored, analysed, or 

summarised in any way. 

 AIM data must not be directly distributed to a 3rd party.  

o This includes the clients of the media monitoring organisation and agencies acting on 

behalf of those clients. 

o This does not prevent derived insights and analysis being shared with the clients of a 

monitoring organisation or evaluation agency in the form of a summary report, nor does it 

prevent the integration of data into a media monitoring service delivered to clients. 

o This does prevent the raw data from which insights and analysis are derived or which is 

used for integration into monitoring services being shared directly with clients. 

 Measurement data must not be published on any publically available website or printed material. 

This includes all print and online publications, reports, presentations, articles and posts 



o This does not prevent any internal sharing by clients of the media monitoring organisation  

or agenices nor the publishing of data in internal documentation. 

 

11. Why is AIM usage limited to articles which are clipped? 

The Article Impact Measurement service is designed to help media relations professionals measure 

the impact of specific brand mentions in the media. It does not provide general analytics - for example 

overall traffic for a website, or specific newspaper sections. Publishers have agreed to share 

potentially sensitive data on how much articles are viewed on their websites. In order to prevent any 

misrepresentation and misuse of this data, or application outside of the PR industry for other 

purposes, the licence limits use of data to articles which are clipped and sent as part of a media 

monitoring service. We would ask for support in adhering to this restriction so that publishers remain 

comfortable in sharing data - and that in future other publishers may participate and be equally open. 

12. Why is there a restriction on publishing the AIM data? 

The Article Impact Measurement service contains unique and commercially valuable data about how 

much articles are viewed on publisher websites. Publishers have agreed to share this data for internal 

use to allow companies to analyse the effectiveness of PR activity and measure return on investment.  

However because the data may be potentially sensitive it should not be included on any public facing 

materials - whether print or online publications, blogs, reports, videos or other recordings. We would 

ask for support in adhering to this restriction so that publishers remain comfortable in sharing data - 

and that in future other publishers may participate and be equally open. 

13. Do I need an eClips Web subscription to use the AIM service? 

An eClips Web subscription is not a requirement for the Media Evaluation licence, which allows access 

to AIM Data 3 days after publication of the article. However, media monitoring agencies will not be 

able to search the article archive (title and body text, byline, publication, or other metadata) unless 

they have an eClips Web subscription, and will not be able to send any article clippings to users.  

14. How is the AIM data accessed? 

There are two main methods of accessing the AIM service, one is via the web service API and the 

second is via the web page form. The web service API allows the programmatic retrieval and storage 

of AIM Data on a media agency platform, or automatic integration into the eClips Web article 

clippings. The web page form allows ad-hoc searching and downloading of AIM Data by non-technical 

users, for manual analysis. 

1) Web service API 

a) Payload Orchestrator 

An API call for requesting selected Article IDs which outputs AIM Data in XML or CSV format. 

Although it is built on eClips Web technology, this API could be used independently.  



Sample Payload Orchestrator XML  

 

b)  Article Orchestrator 

An API call for generating an eClips Web article clipping which contains the AIM Data in PDF or 

HTML format. 

Sample Article Orchestrator PDF 

2) Web page form 

Article Finder 

This is a HTML web form for uploading an Excel or CSV file containing a list of selected article URLs 

which outputs AIM data in a downloadable Excel or CSV format. 

Sample Article Converter CSV 

file://192.168.6.68/Office/Business%20Development/AIM/Sales%20material/Original%20Documents/Sample%20AIM%20Payload.xml
file://192.168.6.68/Office/Business%20Development/AIM/Sales%20material/Original%20Documents/AIM%20sample%20clipping%20-%20The%20Guardian.pdf
file://192.168.6.68/Office/Business%20Development/AIM/Sales%20material/Original%20Documents/Sample%20AIM%20Payload.csv

